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ASWtRtS, OF WIND SfAfXmcS OTO A FOim-TSAR FSB JOB

The allied subjects of Natural Ventilation fend

find Infiltration are shrouded in myet#ry which has only

begun to be dispelled in the-past few ye©re. Freetl©ally

all of the information available on the subject is empiri¬

cal in nature and has not hmn verified by organized in¬

vestigation©, For small structures, such as dwelling

houses and other buildings of equivalent eiz®, a know¬

ledge of wind effects is not of greet importance, but in

the large buildings which are 'becoming, mora and more

numerous in the present-day industrial development,, the

matter of infiltration and aeration by natural means is

one which deserves grave consideration*

The Department of Engineering Research of the

University of Michigan k.«« been carrying out a program

of investigation of the prinieples of Natural TentHotion

for several years, under the direction of Professor

,7* i% Draswiler* This work has been sponsored by the

Detroit Steel Products Company, of Detroit, Michigan,

makers of the -©nostra products, who have been pioneers

in this type of investigation,

The program for the year 198® Included "a study
of the relationship between the velocity of the v, ind, end



the pressure© iaduaed by this velocity as the' lee end wind¬

ward fa®»® of • building, far the purges® of determining

the Infiltration of sir doe to these pressures, end also ■

for the purpose of determining the total orerturning. aaa**t

exerted on © building by the wind. The records of the

Detroit Station of the United States leather Bureau were

studied sad the magnitude ©ad velocity of the winds in that

city during the months of Beeember, tannery, and February,

for the past four years were compiled.

The material of the report is tr eeented im the

following order:

1# Equipment for the work, including'a resume*
of some of the difficulties encountered in securing satis¬

factory equipraent*

2. Procedure of the work, with a description of

the disposition and operation of the apparatus*

$♦ Interpretation of the- wind data taken with

this apparatus#

4# m analysis of the reoor&s of the wind in

Detroit#

6« Conclusions derived from the year's work#

KC.UXPHDMT FOB THX ttOBK

The nature of the work involved required appara¬

tus not readily available on the open market, and much of
it was built se required# It was found to b© more■satis-
factory in the long, run to build .some of the instruments



than to try to notify existing equipment, ant this policy
was follow®a as closely as possible,

laatruiaasta. for- mmtAiskm Pressures..

ffee first piece of equipment .ftecessmyy to secure

/datsrom'the -releiic®. of-the pmasuresat various points ©a

a femiltiag was ®-roaortiBg pr©se«r© 'iastruaaat, : Several

obstacles had, to be mermm before a satisfactory device
could be secured, and, while an aeoount of these diffieul-

ties is not exactly relevant to the main purpose of this

report, it is believed that a brief review of boss# of the

major items may b© of value to anyone engaged in similar

work*

. It was d«eld©& to have three reoordisg pressure

gauges in the set-upj on© to be used for taking the velo¬

city pressure of the wind, one for the windward pressure,

and ©me for the leeward pressure on the building* Those

Instruments were to take these pressures at three points

around the building simultaneously, and their records

would later be compared to establish the relationship of

the various pressures, m. instrument was required for. this

us® which would record pressures ranging up to on® inch of

water, preferably la increments of *01" on a strip of

paper in per feet synchronism with others of the same t^e.

A minimum ©f inertia effect or lag was desired because of

the rapid fluctuations in pressure Incurred in working

with the wind. In addition the instruments ware to be

as light as possible.to facilitate transportation and use*



The Saehysch gauge used la the- work deacrlfeea la

the paper, "Pressure Differences across Windows In Relation

to hind Telocity", fey J* E* Lasawiler and O* ReMaii,

l^erlaaa Society of Beating and Ventilating ?-agl&ear®,

October, 1929, was satisfectory in some respecta, feat could

aot be -synchronised with say other®, bessuse it feet a self*

contained clock-weyk motor» and was also very heavy eat

bulky* It also lacked the continuous strip recording
feature which was halt to fee very desirable* as there were

a© other cosaiaveial recording gauges of the desired type

available la the fall of 191®, it was decided to build one

la the 24© ©feen ioal Laboratory shop*

Professor Baewiler designed a gauge, fehow» Is,

Figure 1, which employed the well-known principle of a

closed cell partially immersed in a liquid, whose position
was varied fey the preesure is an air spec© inside the bell,
above the level of the liquid* a tube coiasamicated with
the air ©pace inside the bell, mud a counter-bslane© sub -

tcined the weight of the bell itself* It woe planned to
attach a pen to the laoyshl© bell, which would leave a record
on a continuous atrip of paper draws along the outside of
the container of the apparatus at e speed of - about six
Inches par minute fey a snail synchronous motor* To prove
the feasibility of the ©cheise, it was decided to build one

with a two-inch diaaseter bell, giving o rang© of 1-1/2
inches of water heed for 3 inches of displacement of the
bell, this was done, but what at first appeared to be



details of'.eosAtruetioii :turn#&.ihtQ '.stumbling' blocks which

■■.delayed- the. 'Whole program fm the year# The mechanical. '•

cc&nterbslsn©© for the bell/was a most annoying one* The

first method employed was that of passing two this cord®

ower a light drum supported m smell ball herrings. This

sneokastsm failed through two hitherto unsuspected 'factor®«
The inertia of the dm© itself was too great..to enable the

Instrument to respond to alight warlstion® la. pressure*.

even though It was built of aluminum* also, the hall bear¬

ings were not so smooth as feed, bean anticipated, a sort of -

drag or catch la their movement was present* which persisted

even, after, several hours of rusning-ia at high speed* ■

The next .attempt to eliminate drag in the acye-

rmmt of the bell was the substitution of a very light shaft

for the ball bearing drum sseessbly. The shaft wee supported

in hardened cup and cone bearings* and had two thin disks

with grooved edges for the word's mounted on it. . .While it

was found that this reduced friction end inertia consider¬

ably, and the bell was noticeably more sensitive to slight

pressure variations than formerly* it was still far from

satisfactory* and mm discarded*

In order to eliminate all mechanical friction,

an experiment was tried in which the bell was suspended by

a stiff wire to a wooden float immersed in mercury as in

itgur© £. This gave a nearly constant buoyant force* as

©sly om wlr©.from the float up through the mercury varied
the displacement of the mercury and the friction, when all



parts mm eorrecbly s&Ugned,. was negligible. '. Tilth this..

arrangement the apparatus was very\sensitive to slight -

variations of pressure bat was easily deranged anil was .by
so mean® portable. The aiaatems as of the forces aval labia

was shown .very clearly whan © pen was attached to the mov¬

ing hell of the gauges as'it immediately destroyed the- ee®~

sitivlty of the apparatus merely fey its friction m the

paper* It was also noted that the drag of the liquid or

the fee11 had considerable influence on the speed with which

it responded to pressure changes, and. that gasoline, was a .

much better liquid for the purpose than water, due to its

lower viscosity and affinity for the brass of the bell*

The mechanism for moving the strip of paper at a

constant synchronous speed was developed without m&h trouble*

Th© small 4-Watt synchronous actor® made fey the Warren

Telechroa Company for um in elsetrio clocks, proved to be

too small to drive the tension drum of the apparatus, but

the larger 0 end IS-watt sises made fey the same firs were

both found to be satisfactory. The shaft of these units

turns over at one r#p»m* throa#* a 3600:1 speed-redu etioa

gear from the rotor of the motor, m& was connected through

an Oldham's coupling to the ©haft of the roll which pulled

the paper strip past the pen of the gauge.

As the principle of the bell type gauge had been

proved to fee satisfactory, the main objections were to the

small magnitude of the forces available, end to the mechani¬

cal suspension of the bell first attempted, it was decided .



to d«mblevthe diameter ©r the bell, thus quadrupling the
force on its ■ head,' and t© re—design the guag© to incor¬

porate a compact asreury suspension seh#*»« This wie done

a® ©hoim in rigure .4* Thm improved oressure element dif¬

fered from the temporary mercury suspension job mainly

that- the issreury was contained 1& am inner steel ©up in®Id#

the water compartment,,instead of above thm bell, with a

rlng-ekeped wood#© float support lag the bell by mesas of
thro# ©tiff ©tool roti, The system was made stable by &

pendulum which ran through the pressure islet tub# with,"
the bob hanging la a chamber below the gauge proper* One

of these gauges was built by the Instrument Shop of the

University, but when the model wbb completed, it was

found to be faulty in some details of construction, and

the time left to experiment mm so short that it was im¬

possible to set it up and try it out* It is thought that,

if this-line of experimentation were followed to a more

fortunate conclusion, th® gang© would be successful in

Its ©peratlas*

After the hydraulic gang© was abandoned, it was

decided to try the element of a low-pressure gauge built

by the Bristol Company, tarbury, Conn., with the strip-

moving mechanism driven by the synchronous motor as de¬

scribed above. An element which worked is the range of

-«$ inch to ■*■ •? inch head of water was secured, and had

been successfully set up and calibrated when a bulletin

from the Bristol Cots©any announced & new line of instruments



drivea by the same synchronous llet Iss4 bees. tried

here*.. .As tfe® result of gome correspondence with to} it.
was decided to buy their Instrument® aa&'ebuUUm effort®

to develop any her®, as the time left for experi&se&ilj&g
.was short. . They provided us with gauge® faring a IQ-inefe

circular ©h&rt, rotating ©so® In 15 minutes , with a

preeaur® .range of *#8 inch to +*?inab of water. Th# atrip
recorder® made by thi® company ware too expensive, a©

eventually the eireular chart type had to be used# One

of the gauge® ma equipped with an sir-tight iron 00®e

wMsb, when tapped for pip©- fitting© tm&® it possible to

use it for a differential pressure recorder in connection

with a pitot tube fear deter sal sing wind velocity. . The

other two were in wooden cases for measuring total pressure

only*

Auxiliary •Hmlpment*

It was necessary to have some auxiliary equipment
t© use with the pressure gauges.and all of this was built

here, A Pi tot tub© which formed the tip of ©.wind vane ©o

a© to present the nose to J.h® wind at all time© was the

most important of these auxiliaries. This devise, shown is

figure 5, secured the velocity-pressure which was recorded

by the differential pressure gauge mentioned in the pre*

ceding oaragraph* T"b© tube was built according to A.S.H.

& ?#£». specifications, with am outer static-pressure tube,

of 5/8 inch dimeter, and as inner total-pressure tube of

3/8 inch in diameter. The vane was of the spilt type -



lams&mm" ana ibeaesembly .*##

mounted m ball bearing© is order to insure

sensitivity*

It was originally intends t© her® th® -who!#

system of wind-pressure recorders operate automatically,,
ana. to a© this the gauges •sere to fee run only shea the

mini m$ in a ©pacified direction, plus or minus fire

degress* i-.ocordiugly, a ©omKutator, ltgare'3, sag '
mounted en the wind-vane shaft, sMf ©« -it wes not de¬

sirable to break the HG-volt circuit for the gauge motors

at the point where the ran® would fee on top of the struc¬

ture being studied, this commutator operated a relay# the

relay was a simple type which operated on a 6-volt storage

battery and broke the higher to!tag# circuit with a Mercold

switch unit mounted os a rocker arm,

fti® ideal situation for th® work in this field

would fee an isolated building with no trees or other

structure nmr fey t© inline**®# the wind as it approached

th© bullying where the instruments war© located. The

nearest approach to this, howerer, that could fee obtained

wee the tower of th# Michigan Union Building, This is

eight stories high, four of which are ©hot# the sain part

of tfe® building, and is not equaled in height fey any sear-

fey obstructions. Th© roof of the tower is also easily

accessible and th© top room was vacant, These conditions,
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together with it® proximity to tfee campus9 mad© its us©

wry desirable# Th© privilege of using the tower, and the

unoccupied top room wee fortunately granted#

Mfpogfrt ton Of Instrument®«
fit©.tower 1© equar© and 1® feat ©a ©aeb

tide* -Th© tower roo® la arranged-as shown in■figure 6,
with four window® on each fee© except the north, and east •

aidesi which are.out into by the stair wall. Two record*

lag'gauges» one for the .leeward and on© for the windward

pressure,. were planed. inside this room and war® connected

by mesas of abort .rubber tube® to brsse tube® m% flush in

hoards cut to fit the window openings. This made it very

easy to change the location of the instrument® to meet- ©toy

existing conditions, as it was necessary only to shut the

window upon the board with the tube in it and, then connect

the gauge to it. The instrument® were slwey® placed as

near the center of the face of the building as.possible so

as to secure a maximum value of the induced wind pressures.

The top of the tower is similar in plan to.that

of the tower room. It has a wide stone coping 3-1/3 feet

high around the edge. The Pi tot tube and wane were- placed

©a the north-west corner of the tower* and the differential

recording gauge was placed riser it * am the shaft, of tb©

imsie was fir© feet, long* it is bell®red that tfe« wind strik¬

ing it was almost unaffected by the tower for directions

ranging fro® £11 to MS-, This rang© of direction® include®

the prevailing wind® for this locality#
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Th© relays , battery, «ai ether equipment war©

assembled in tte tow rmm$ «a6 ©verything could fee. con¬

trolled from thai point• Tin© two pressure gauges in th®

tower room wen© usually on ©pposite sides of th© tower so

a© to got © record of leeward and windward pressures

slmilieneoualy*
' 'jPireofeB. Control of Oan&ea.

Th© original intention was to set the' lG~4®gre©

segment of the commutator to gait th® prevailing direction

of the wind at the tia® tit# reoorde were taken, and then

let the control system stop and start the three motor® ia

unison so that the three reeords would he perfectly syn¬

chronized when taken off the gauges* la theory, this was

all right, hut in prsetie© it did not work out perfectly*

The synchronous motors used were of S-watts capacity ©ad

their starting tortus was so slight that variations ia

viscosity of the oil in the gear case containing th© 3&GG-

t®-l spaed reduction war© sufficient to influence the - lag

in starting. A© © result, by the time the instruments

had run the IS minute© required to fill a chart, in th©

short intervals that the wind was in the right direction,

th© ©oldest iaetruraent had a considerable lag compared to

the warmer ones*. This leg could not he distributed pro¬

portionally along the ©hart because of the unequal number

of starts end stops at various parte of the charts, A©

perfect synchronization was necessary in these records,

this inaccuracy could, not be tolerated and steps were

taken to eliminate it*



At first #h® ©harts, nfcich resembled the sample

eet.sbotm Is Figures f, St. nad 9, war® raayachroaised at'

every quarter revolution id hours oa the'"arbitrary M^hour/

seal®}« ?-Mle this reduced the errors to OB©~f©itrtfe their

former value, It estalia& considerable trouble and daisy

during a run, and could sot b® considerei a® wholly set!a*

factory*

A© the m&ia difficulty was is the start*and~stop

principle of automatic oontrol, another attest was made

to record wind© from ©sly & prescribed direction and the

motors were run continuously* This sew' schema consisted

of designing and bmll&iag as automatic wonting device

wkieh would opes.the total pressure line running to the

differential gauge from the pitot tub© at all times ex*

cept when the wind was in the desired direction. Uben the

commutator on the wind-trase shaft made contact, a solenoid

was energized and dipped the end of a glass tube connected

to the total-pros? ure line into a cup of mercury, thus

allowing the differential gauge to operate in its normal .

fashion as long as the wind remained is the desired direction.
This device and its connections are shown clearly in one of

the photographs of the apparatus on the tower.
It was intended that this system of operation would

give a velocity pressure chart of alternate .section®, of zero
value end of the true value taken when th© vent was■open and..
when it was closed, respectively, during periods In which the
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wind was within ■ tim...tefitii range*: Worn****., the
intervals of tim la which the. win# stays# with the.!©-

degree segment were so short that the weort, instead of

b^ing alternate stretches of g«r© pressure, mil fluctuating

periods whoa the wind was ecting on the gauge through the.

pitot tube, was composed almost entirely of tip and down

line® caused. by the rapid opening. end ©losing of the seat*

.A g0-degree segment was put ©a the commutator, but this

change did sot ■help materially ©e the travel ©f the pes'

was still very erratic. Some of the records taken fey the

methods wutllaet were satisfactory as regards accuracy,

•but their preparation lata, a issuable form was'so laborious

that they were superseded by a simpler system.

Continuous Bsoor&a without Direction Control,

It was decided to sacrifice the feature of direction

control in order to secure perfect synchronism and a more

readable record, ' This was secospllahed by disconnecting th®.

©oiamutator and lustailing a switch, which enabled, the observer

to start an# stop all three Instruments at will from either

the tower room ©r the roof. %hm this was dose, much ©f the

previous difficulty disappeared at ones tad records were

■obtained which were much easier to compare and which matched

perfectly in their timing, All three synchronous motors

functions# properly whan running steadily.

The curves traced by the pens ©f the instruments

were much smoother when the charts were running steadily than

when the direction control was in use, and the gain in accu¬

racy and *v edibility more than offset the loss due to abandon¬

ing the selective function of tfe© commutator.



The iaatriiataia, after having bees lasta lied is

tb© tower, were ©hacked against © sensitive Bllieoa Inclined

Draft Oauge, sad were found to fee so©urate within- *01 laefe

head of water over their entire range*' 4 static head we© •

Imposed upon. both the Bristol and the lilt son gauge© siaul-

taneouely by rmme of a varieblm-mlmm of water la' this

©heck up,

Tartntloa of Conditions during Kirns«

The greater part of the run© y«p© mad© with the .

instrument© diepe&ed a©.follows* The differential gauge

for determining the Tele-sity pressure of the wind wa© on

the northwest corner of the tower* The other two gauge©

In th® tower room were loeated at th© east and west fee©©

of th© building* This srrangeaant mm sail®factory for

nearly all eenditlon© encountered, as th© privalling wind©

for th© locality are southwest to north* ' Th© window© and '

door of th© tower room were kept closed most of th© time t®

simulate winter conditions in & building*

On on® o©easton, when there was a very high south

wind, on© of the gauges was shifted from th© west to th©

south fas® and a few runs were mad© with this arrangement#

41so, on this rnmm day some ©xperiments were mad© by open¬

ing various windows in th® tower room and noting the sub¬

sequent effect on the gauge© in th© room# The results ob¬

tained were wary interesting, and promise some further in¬

formation on wind effects when gone into more exhaustively

then was possible at this time.
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The Michigan Union, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Interior of the Union Tower Room.



Pitot Tube, Vane, and Bristol Gauge.



A Bristol's recording Vacuum and Pressure Gauge,
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k large number of charts wore obtain®<1 by making

whenever the wind condition® war® suitable# as taken, the record®

wore scarcely Is a usable for®, as the eireul&r ©harts with only
oit@ curve on each ware not readily comparable nor easy of

interpretation# Saeh run, which is a term used throughout this

report- to donerib® a complete set of three ©harts which hare

been made simultaneously by the three recording gauges of the

set-up, was therefore transcribed onto a. system of rectangular

coordinates. The three curves of a run ere superimposed on the

same shoots to permit easy comparison# It will be noted that

there are two shoots of these curves for ©very run so transcribed

a® they could not be drawn to a proper scale on a single sheet#

The second shoot of each run is marked wCoat,dn to designate

it as the part corresponding to the i*#M» section of the chart®.

A sample set of charts, Bun ttABM is included with the transcribed

carve® (Figures 7, 0, and @). Those photostats are two-thirds

the actual sin® of the original ©hart®, which are ten inches in

diameter* Thus the velocity pressure, windward pressure, and

loev/srd pressure con be compared at a glance* The runs wen®

grouped according to the direction of the wind and will be found
to hav® been treated as groups rather than as individual runs#

Wind Normal to- the Building#

The most important group of rune ®er-i those- taken when

the wind woe blowing fr a a westerly direction. -In: tain

group, runs wv% "r*, ni\eM, *Ab% "d", and wkw have been
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taken ®s repmm&tmttm apaeifiuma,. and the superimposed

pressure curve® fro® the three instruments are included

Is this section. Xa arawing these curves the arbitrary
seal® of hours found on the ehart® supplied with the in¬

struments was used as one ordinate, and the heed in

incites of water as the other# as the instrumente rewired

©ace in 15 minutes instead of one® in $4 hoars, the hori¬

zontal seals reduces .to one inoh being e^ual to *?8S of

a minute instead of 1»S& hours, which it would be if the

chart scale ware true*

A study of the curves of these ran© indicates

st a glance that the windward pressure carve Is wry

©trailer to the Telocity pressure curve, and. to a less

marked extent the leeward pressure•eurv© i® much like

the velocity pressure line. The Telocity pressure was

more subject t© small fluctuations than either of the

other two pressures, due to the variable nature of the

wind, and the ©mall amount of air involved in the trans¬

mission of these variations to the instrument, In the

case of the two gauge© in the tower room, th® neutral

or reference pre©sure in the room corresponds to the

static pressure Impressed @n the outside of the pressure

element of the differential gauge used for taking velocity

•pressures* However, It is not constant, nor nearly so

a© th© ©tail© pressure it, and the effect of its vari¬

ation on the rcoord of the windward pressure gauge is

m follows* a sudden increase In the windward heed on



%hm building finds the room, or referenc© pressure, with fir

'low value, m& tfc© pes on the suag© registers ttos fall

differ©see betwees the windward preasure smd room pressurej

as th© windward bead persist© the room pressure increases

because of leakage on the windward face of the building,
and tbe differential roistered by the gauge becomes

smeller. Hence* the curve traced by the pen jumps suddenly
to mm high value as a gust of wind bit® the building*' end

slopes down gradually.as tfc© inner pressure builds up* Im
the meantixas the true windward bead amy hare hem at a con¬

stant high value * but the gaug® will hew® shown, a steady

decrease, due solely to the change in the reference, pres¬

sure. The g&m© thing applies to the leeward pressure, but

here the effect is reversed, a© an increase in the refer¬

ence ..pressure increase© the apparent suction registered by

the gauge. The effect is not a© noticeable in the case of

the leeward pre®mire records because the heads registered

wore Quite small at all times.

The response of th@ windward pressure to an in¬

crease In the velocity pressor® is dependant upon the di¬

rection of the wind at the instant of increase. The more

nearly normal the wind, the closer the agreement between

the two curve®, and vice vers®, as it was .previously ex¬

plained that the directional control was given up in order

to occur® better starts, the direction® noted on the accom¬

panying curves are those of the prevailing winds during the

runs, and are not to be takes as meaning that th© wind was



strictly confined to that given segment of th® compess

circle, A® a rule* the higher the wind* the more uastable

. it® fiirecticm is liable to be from minute to minute, while
in the lower ranges the direction la notably more constant#

Stat#* the lack of agreement between. windward ®ad velocity

pressures is most noticeable in the runs with higher heads

recorded in them, Kun "k% the curve® of which will he

found at the end of this section, is an exception to this

rule* because it was-taken while.the direction control"de¬

vice was still in use* ■

; The leeward heed behaves la exactly the opposite

way from the windward heed, as it beeoise® more responsive

to changes in velocity whan the wind is not normal to the

building than shea it is normal. This is particularly

well-- brought oat in the curves of run In the sections

marked *'lw end w2% which were one continuous stretch on

the original charts,, the wind "changed from practically due

west to northwest, and the hitherto fine agreement of the

velocity and windward head curves was immediately broken

up, while the agreement between the velocity and leeward

head carve® noticeably improved during this time. These

effects agree with previously observed phenomena ©oncera-

ing wind effects on obstructions, as a wind at an angle of

less than 90 degrees to the windward face produces a

greater suction in the rear of the obstacle near the corner

around which the wind ie blowing than a normal wind does,

Experiments with long structure© have shown that the suc¬

tion is higher near the windward corner than it is further



along the £#«ward face, bat in the 0®©© of this email

square le*#! the increase in suction was probably general
vhea the. wind swung ©round away fro® the norm©! angle*

The agreement between the various pressures re- '
corded is lnteree ting to sots in the runs mentioned, teat
the original transcribed ourires convey m quantitative idea

of their eetual relationship* Ifeuoe, it m® decided to

present their information in © modified form. To accom¬

plish this it wee neoessary to construct a set of curves

which would present, the results of a oomperl son of the

various pre©euros throughout the six rune imeluded in. this

group, and would-establish a relation teetwoen them, re¬

cording ly, ® set of axes were taken with the velocity head
in inches of water as one ordinate, and the head induced

by this Telocity head on the windward and leeward faces

of the building as the other ordinate* * large number of

points were then plotted, and the paths of the curves on •

figure 10 were determined, The points themselves are too

numerous to tea shorn, hut with six runs to work from there

is every reason to believe that the curves shown are correct#

The higher values of both the leeward and windward pressures

were very definitely determined by the relation of the pres¬

sure curves in run wk% which was fortunately.not only of

high velocity, but limited t© nearly a due wast wind by the

direction control#

It will be noted that the windward head curve is

a straight line whose value 1© 00 per ©eat of the velocity



.heed*
. leeward Head, curve Is ateep at the' lower part, .

where it sf^ele -about' 40 p®r seat of the'-' velocity head,' Hut

drops to around 13 per cent at'the higher values of the

veXocity head* The third ©urv®, ealled the "Total Head",
is the mm of the windward and leeward heads, and is about

©qua! In value to the.velocity head. The•total head exceeds

the velocity head at soiae points, which seem® to. he an ano¬

maly until it is. considered that the windward head is a sort

of. piled-tip mass of air, m& the- leeward head an attenuated

region in the rough shape of a eon®, and that it is net

necessary that both be maintained fey the sea® group ©f moving

particles of air,.but may * fee considered to be maintained fey

innumerable particles moving at © high velocity, which in

this way say impart a total heat to the pressure regions of

more than their individual head®. At the higher values of

the velocity head the total head drops off, due to the fall¬

ing off of the slope of the leeward heed curve*

In Figure 11 the curves of figure 10 are shown

again with the difference that the induced heeds are drawn

against the velocity In miles per hour instead of the velo¬

city head itself* The relation b<$tw@®a velocity and head in

fluid flow, Vs * 8 gb, <?hieh reduces t© M <*- 4S,§ Vy for air

at VQ*F*, where *MW is in m.p.lu and "Pn in inches of water,

was used for this transposition*

Only one position of th® -windward pressure recorder

was used in- any one of these runs as it we® thought desirable

to have a comparison between the value for the windward head
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in the®® experiments ami that used. is.the a#s.h* k ?#.»,

formula 0f i * *00048 A Is'figure 18, therefore, the
observed" wiadmi head, the wim ealeul&ted head, m&
08 per ©eat of the maximum oaleulated head, which is used

as as average value by many designers, are all plotted

against the v©Xooity in aup*h» Yhe resulting eurves shoe

that the observed heed.lies hetwees the other two is value,
and approximates 80 per seat of the value of the maximum

head given by the formula. One point reading® cannot he

eouaiierei @® giving a true average of the pressure m the '

fee© of a wall, especially when the building is es irregu* .

lar a® the Onion tower, but from these curves it would ap*

peer that the point looted was as nearly right as eould

have bees found#

la the last of the set of curves based em this

series of runs, ■• igure 12, the total 4 lap lac lag fores of

the wind on the building ©r the sua of. the windward and

leeward head®, was converted from inches of water to

pound.® per square foot, and plotted against the velocity#

Then the value of the reel atanew that would be offered by

a flat plate normal to the wind was computed from the well

known formula P ** #0088 AMg, when P is in pound® per square

foot, A in square feet, and M in m*p#h* Thl® formula is

used extensively in aerodynamical work, and was originally

determined by Siffel la his reeearelt ©m the sublet. It is

gives im "Airplane Design", arid Moatetth's "Simple

Aerodynamic® and. the Airplane", with the coefficient #0038



as used her®, When tin® fiat plate resistance in pounds per

square feet 1© also plotted against tb@ velocity in sup.fc, it la

s®ea that th« two curves are vary similar is for®, but that the

wind pressure is at all times lass than th© flat plate resistaae®.

This is what might b© expected, since a flat plate offers mors

opportunity for violent ©Mies and vortices to form iniaiMlately

behind it than doe© a building with considerable depth. The

resultant decrease in suction, or leeward head, behind a building

is sufficient to account for th© lower total displacing force,

as evidenced in the curves shown# However, the agreement Is

closer than would at first be expected when the difference in

the forts of the two obstructions in the path of the wind is

considered.

Winds Other Than %o»ai to the Building,

Th© runs when th® wind was at angles other than

90 degrees to th® face of th© tower are not capable of being

grouped together and analysed as a whole, feecauss of the

varying effects resulting.free slight changes In direction,

and th© virtual impossibility of obtaining duplicate records

in th© short time available. They will therefore b© treated

indiv1dually.

Bun ntf"i Bun wyw was tafeen when there was a very strong wind

coming from W degrees west of south, To meet this condition

the gauge in the tower room which s usually on the west side

was moved to the south ©id® of the room, th© other gauge being

left on the east side, as th© wind was not normal to any ©a©

face, th&v Wus no way to gat a strictly windward and lc®ward

pressure relation, but in th© titling of th® charts, the south



face is spoken of as windward* and the east face as

"leeward* because they wet nearly satisfy normal condi¬

tions*

.It will b© seen frost, the pressure curves of run.

wy* that the run was remarkable in that hig£ and low velo¬

cities occurred in quick sruoeetsfoa. The windward prassure

curve follows the velocity pressure curve quit*, closelyr
with no periods of marked divergence from t-h© general trend

of the velocity head line* This is what would be expected
when, it is considered that the wind was only SO degrees

from normal to the south fhoe of the building moat of the

time,, and that the general effects noted la the westerly

runs war® of the same character. However, the leeward

head curve is quite different from any eaccantered before,

It follows, or mirrors, the velocity head curve very

closely, sad the magnitude of the vacuum formed is greater

than in any other case noted. As the wind swept around the

southeast corner of the tower, a much greater vacuum was

formed on the cast face than when the flow was due west

along the south side, The eddy currents formed were natur¬

ally more violent with this angling direction of the wind,

and were more nearly ©osgmrable to those formed behind a

thin, flat plate, than behind a building*

i-ihen the Induced heads are- plotted against the

velocity "head in "figure 14, the differences between a

normal and an angling wind, become very - apparent, The wind*

ward heed Is less affected than the leeward* Instead of



feeing 80 per cent of th® velocity liead, th® windward now

equals about 74 per cent, and is still a straight-line

function. The leeward head curve, however, starts off as

a straight line at lower values of the velocity head, and

instead of decreasing its slop®, increase® it until the

velocity bead is ,80 inch of water. The leeward head is

#$$ inch, or 36,8 per cent, instead of 16 per Cent at a

similar point in the case of the normal to building runs.

The sum of the wind-ward and leeward heads is nearly equal

to the velocity heed throughout its .range.

With the induced head® plotted ©gainst velocity

instead of velocity heed In Figure 15, the difference is

still more clearly marked between these curves and those

of normal winds, The sum of the leeward and windward

heads does mot equal the linear displacing force of the

wind on the building, however, as the. two faces considered

are not opposite sides of the tower, It is also quite

probable that if the Instrument© had been connected to

different points along the east and south faces of the

tower, the resultant curves would have had a different

trend from those obtained with the gauges connected to

a® near the center of the face® a® the window opening®

would permit, which was the ease during this ran. This

is particularly true in the ease of the leeward head

curve, because of the non-uniform suction son© formed

by the angling, wind on the east face* The unusually

wide rang® of the pressures obtained during this run

mad© it possible to secure a large number of points by



which to plot thee© curves, & cireumetan,©® wfeloh wee quit©
fortunate. The windward pressure curve we© not compared

with .the■calculated value, and the displacing fore© ©fe—

served was mt drawn ©gainst the fist plate resistana©

beesus© the eases were not analogous in this 1net©ace.

Runs, wsw and wtw~* - Runs wsw end t?tw were made on the east©

with the wind ranging fro® north to northwest#

They do not fall into the normal ©lass therefore, ©ad ©r©

Interesting because at some times the wind was almost

parallel to the two faces of the building, where the gauge®

were located*

Xn run "a", the agreement between the leeward and

the velocity-head curves is perhaps the best of any run

taken. With the horizontal axis as a horizon, the leeward~

head curve appears to be a reflection of the velocity-head

line, and follows its changes very faithfully# This is due

to the more pronounced effect that an angling wind has upon

the suction zone at the rear face of the building near the

corner around which it sweeps than ® scram! wind has upon

the suction zone extending <:-©roaa the whole read of the

building. The windward pressure gauge evidently did not

respond to the slight pressure built up until "5" on the

time scale* After this point it functioned properly, and

this agreement of the windward-head curve with the velocity-

head curve is very good for the rest of the run. The rang©

of pressures taken was not .sufficient upon which, to base.



curves giving the relationships established in other runs,
ee the msorisniia velocity head we® only »20 inch of water*

The first half of run ttfc* is without any par¬

ticularly noteworthy features, hut in the second sheet of

the ourree traced from the charts of this run, a very

peculiar behavior of the windward head curve is apparent#

tith the velocity head raging, between »os and »S6 inch, of

water, the windward head hovers around the zero pressure

line, rising only to *0t inch of water as a maximum and

actually becoming »«G8 inch at two points on the curve#

The instrument was apparently not $mm& or stuck, because

minor fluctuation® occurred during the time in which it

registered zero plus or minus ,01 inch of water.

The explanation of the©® phenomena lies in the

fact that when the wind swings around to aa angle of 15

degrees or less with the windward face of a building, the

pressure on that face becomes negative rather than posi¬

tive, This was observed in model tests made to determine

certain fact® concerning natural ventilation. It Is inter¬

esting to have it substantiated by these results, though

the exact angle of the wind at which the pressure changed

over could not be determined in this case, as it was when

models of building® were used in a wind tunnel,

Bun "&aHi Sun *Aaw was a special run made with the wind

coming from £* 20" W#t and with the south windows of the

tower room all open end the pressure gauge on the south

side of the room* The pressure line ran to an open



m

window sal mm fastened t© a board plowed a® usual is the

wiadew opening. The weloelty pres-sur© was sat taken te-

lag this run as the wind was so high that it mm feared

that permanent injury sight he done to the gauge if it

were eoimeeted* Howevert m this run was taken ©a the ®a»

afternoon as Baa WT% an idea ©f the velocity head my he

obtained £mm that run# though they were higher yet for

Bum "Aa". lith the window® m the windward aide open* and

all other epeaisg® is-the room closed, it will he noticed

that the windward-pressure curve roughly resemble® a saw¬

tooth offset* a sudden gust of wind would build the pres¬

sure up immediately, then in a lull of the wind the pres¬

sure would gradually diminish until the next gust. The

room seemed to aot as a surge task In a water circuit, the

air within it being compressed by sudden large pressure

jumps outside and then being released gradually within-a

period of about 10 seconds,.

It is noteworthy that the pressure was si all

tirar.'E greater than aero, which show® that there was enough

exfiltretioa from the room to maintain a pressure differ¬

ential between the outer face of the window and the room

immediately inside, as on opposite side® of a diaphragm in

an orifice meter. This is certain, because if there ware

no flow through the windows, the pressure inside would

hare equalled that outside, and the gauge would not have

responded at all. At on® point on the curve, when -the



door me opened..,, tie preetmr© remained nearly mmtsmt for

a short time, as the flow through the room inereased* Is-

eidentally the pressure ©m the door,' whiefe opened outward©,
»8i sufficient to require eosst. derail© effort t© ©lose it*

When ©losed, the door m& tight fitting, end ail of the

window© were equipped with ©etalile «®afb©r stripping, so

it is probable that for em um~w©ath©r»atrfpg®& sash tie

lame line of the pressure eunr© would lair© beam higher la

value*



Velocity Pressure Chart.
• fiun'Ab' S/34/30 Wtorn Wind.

Fig. 7.



Windward Pressure Chart.
• Pun'Ab' d/dd/30 W10 tW Wind

Fig. 8.



Leeward Pressure Chart.
RunM' d/df30 WtohlW Wind

Fig. 9.
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It was thought desirable to secure some information

regarding the past behavior of the Mad# upon which predic¬

tions of future winds might be baaed* As Detroit was mmmi~

lent and the local station of the Weather Bureau of the Baited

State© Department of Agriculture keeps a very complete reeord

of m» winds, it was decided to sake as# of their observa¬

tions . Accordingly, through the courtesy of Mr. Conger, the

ehlef meteorologist, records for the last fetor winters # lt&&-

g? through 19g$-3Q, were studied for the three deaths of

December, January, and February, and data taken en the- daily

average temperature and the velocity and direction of the wind

for every hour of the day. The three months chosen are the

coldest ones in the year, and are those during which the ia-

filtration of air due to induced wind pressures is most

important in the heating of buildings.

In its original condition the information gathered

was of little direct value. Therefore# to make it mere read¬

able it was rearranged is the following manner: The ansmoosefcer

records gave the direction of the wind by the four cardinal

points of the compass or a combination of two adjacent points

to Indicate an intermediate direction, so the eight different

directions noted in toe log book were used as headings, and

the number of hours per year, during the daylight hours of



-so-

$ a*m* to 0 p.at., that the wind blew la that direction with

a velocity of 10 m.p,h* or more, was- motet m.ok* It was

decided to restrict the compilation of this data to these

tot, became the heating lost of large bmXIdinge Is great¬

est during the day and diminishes at night, when the majority

of the occupants are away, fen m.p.h* was set as the lower

limit of the wind data as the pressures induced by winds of

leas than this velocity are practically negligible when con¬

sidering infiltration. In fable J which presents this data

two columns of figures will he found under e&eh winter*s

heading is each direetion. fhe left-hand figure gives the

number of hours during that winter that the wind blew with

the velocity given at the left of the page, while the right-

hand column carries a running total of all the hours of wind

at that and all higher velocities* the percentage of the

total number of hours of wind of any direction for any one

season is given at the bottom of the column for that winter,

while the average percentage for four winters occupies the

space below this, under the direction heading,

fhe percentage results are more vividly shown in

Figure Id where there is a graphical representation of the

same figures shown in fable I. ffee octagon represents the

eight directions, while the length of the bar erected on ~

each side of the octagon represents the percentage of total

wind in that direction for each season, fhe overwhelming
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Iof southwest and west winds Is surprising at

first glance and, while the percentage 1st the various Sir##*

tions might be expected to taper off gradually from the pre¬

vailing southwest as it -dees la the clockwise direction, the

sudden drop when going from southwest to south la very unusual*

Baring the daylight hours of the winter of 1929*30 there wm

not a single hoar daring which the wind blew from the sooth

with a Telocity of 10- m.p.h. or war®* If the winters of 192$*

2? and 1027-28 were con© idered aloa:e, the northwest winds
. i

would be more prominent them when all fear winters are eoasld-

©red* This suggest# the possibility of a false conclusion

being drawn from four seasons * average© eat also that &a analy¬

sis ower a longer period of time- might be Trainable. However,

time did not permit of each an analysis when the die timet dif¬

ference between the winters of 1927*28 and 1928-29 was noted.

Figure Id gives a good idea of the general distri¬

bution of the wind in Detroit, but glros no clue as to Telocity

with which It blew in the various direction. The values for

the four winters were averaged, therefore, and the distribution

of total hours of 10 m.p»h« and above in each direction is

shown in Figure 17. the totals for each direction are also

split up to show the duration of winds of varying velocities.
The first step out from the central octagon includes all those

from 10 to 15 m.p.h., the next, those from 15 to 20 m.p.h., and

so- on.

The predominance of the southwest winds is again
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imt in winds ©f high velocity.

There la more than half again a® much southwest wind of over

BO m*p.b* than there Is from all the ©their directions pat to¬

gether* A tendency for the higher winds to mm- from the

southwest is shown by the feet that there is sore west wind ©f

10-15 a.p*h. than there is southwest wind of that velocity

range, while in all the other velocity ranges, the southwest

exeeed® the west winds, It would mmm from these results that

la planning to combat wind Isflltvfttieftj the southwest and west

wind would fee the only ones to- he considered la the Detroit

district*

The temperatures for mob direction were carefully

averaged for the four seasons, and will also he fount on figure

17, at the ends of the wind-tin® figure* They are somewhat

higher than might he expected for those months of the year, hat

the relative values of the mca*tbarly and southerly directions

are what one would expect* The intermediate temperatures also

follow a regular order, as the temperatures increase from north

to south, both ways around the figure* Though it does not show

in this figure, while the original data was being taken it was

noticed that the days during which the highest winds were ob¬

served were not those of extremely low temperatures* In faet,

the high winds were accompanied by moderate temperatures» and

on the very coldest days the winds were sot particularly high*
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scale: /"=20%

fig. 16.

distribution of winds
with a velocity of /o m.fh. and over.

during daylight hours of dec., jan., and feb.
in detroit, michigan.
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AMOUNT OF WINDAND AVERAGE TEMPERATURES
FOR THE WINTERS 1926-27 THRU 1929-30.

/NDETROIT, MICHIGAN.



From consideration of the respite of the effect of

the wind around a building it i# apparent thai when the wind

is normal to a face of the bulMing the windward pressure

varies directly as the velocity head, sM la equal to- about

m per cent of the velocity head, The leeward pressure- doe#

act vary directly as the velocity head,- tot is equal to about

13 per east of the velocity head at the higher values of the

velocity head* The total head induced by the winds is slight¬

ly greater than the velocity head until the velocity reaches

32 ®.p*b.» where- it is equal to It* Above 32 m*p„k. the total

induced head falls below the velocity head, until at 43 a.p.h* *

the limit of 'the. eurves drawn, it is equal to about 93,5 per

cent of the velocity bead* • The observed windward head fails

between the maximum head calculated from the formula p «

•00046M2, and the value generally used by designers, which

is S8 per cent of the maximum calculated head. The observed

head is §0 per cent of the calculated head in these tests*

When the wind was not normal to the face of the

building, the windward head was about 74 per cent of the ve¬

locity head, for a wind 20 degrees lees than- normal to- the

face. The leeward head is greater than in the case of the

normal winds, as it equals 23 per cent at the higher ranges

of the velocity head* The sum of the windward and leeward
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fceads is equal to the weloeity head ®p to a veloeity of MS

aup.h, ana than rises slightly above fee vols#Ity head in

value.

ihea fee wind beeomos nearly parallel to fee fees of

a building, tie windward pressur*t fiueta&tes betwesn positive

and negative values, He orlHeal angle for this feange Is

with tie ffini at about 15 degrees to tie face of the building.

With only the windward windows of a building ©fen,

there i$ still enough exfiliratton from, the room to maintain

a pressure difference aeross the opm windows which varies- in

value wife the velocity of the wind and the air-tightness of

the room,

He reoor&s of the winds in Detroit for the past

four winters show that fee west and southwest winds are fee

predominating ones for feat viaiaityi also that fee latter

are those having the higher weleeittee, The northwest winds

are quite prominent, but the south winds are almost negligible

in amount, He temperatures for fee same period of time are

fairly high, and refute fee idea that high winds aeeompasy

low-temperature periods, as only moderate winds were observed

during fee cold snaps.
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AIIM SCANNER TEST CHART#2
Spectra

4 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$0123456789
6 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$0123456789
8 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmriopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$0123456789
10 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:'t,./?$0123456789

Times Roman
4 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz;$0123456789
6 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$0123456789
8 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:", ./?$0123456789
10 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$0123456789

Century Schoolbook Bold
4 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghgklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$0123456789
6 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$0123456789
8 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$0123456789
10 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$012&56789

News Gothic Bold Reversed

ABCDEFGHI J KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./? $012 34 567 89
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:'\./?$012 34567 89
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN0PQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$0123456789
Bodoni Italic
A HCDHh'CHIJKl.MNOI'QRSTUyWXY/MbcdefghijklmnoiHintuvwxyz:: ",./?S0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX YZabcdefghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz;: ",./?$0123456 789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz;:. /?$0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR STUVWX YZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:'r,.
Greek and Math Symbols
ABTAEH0HIKAMNOII<l)P2TYnX>l'Za/378€^Si7iKA^voir((>pcrTVo)X<|»{=:F' '>•/== + = ?t°> <><>< =

ABrAE=6HIKAMNOn4>PZTYnX1'Za/3T8£5e7)iKXti.TOir<|)po-ruo)Xi);{Sq:",./^± = ^-> <><>< =

ABrAE=eHIKAMNOn<I>P2;TYnX4'Za/3y8€|9T)iKAjuvo7r<f)p<Trvo)X>l'^T". /^± = =A°> <><><=

ABrAES0HIKAMNOn<l>P2TYfiXvPZa/3y8e£0i7iKA.fAvo7r<j>pcrTy2 =

t rr

6 PT

8 PT

10 PT

6 PT

8 PT

10 PT

White

MESH HALFTONE WEDGES
i i i i

0123456
6.
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